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I've been waiting, dreaming, I wake up in the evening
I'm feeling by myself because I can't see you breathing
I feel so alone tell me what I need to do to bring you
back home
Yeah, because I'm feeling clueless, you left without a
trace, such a hurry, shoeless
I know I can be deceiving maybe even the reason
you've feel so defeated ah now ya leavin
And I gotta tell you how I feel, I got keep it real, Erkel -
Jaleel
(I will not say another lie to you) who do I do for? yea
baby you
No other can ever treat me like you
And that's why I write this song for you
Your my vaccine baby I'm swine flu
Tell me what you wanna do cause baby I'll do it

I hold, the weight of the word cuz you are, floating
around in the clouds
Oh this, sunburn, permanent skin, that keeps the
weather intact
And the rain from giving in

Girl you know it's not too cold, I think it's getting
warmer tonight
(Under the ceiling) Oh oh oh
Now the sun is burning, like a heart into the furnace
And I swear we gotta fire started here
Just say my name, one last time
Before returning to that winter wonderland in your
mind
Cuz I'll flip, the globe upside down, just to pull you out
Just to pull you out

I hold, the weight of the word cuz you are, floating
around in the clouds
Oh this, sunburn, permanent skin, that keeps the
weather intact
And the rain from giving in
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